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character, and the client echoes the character on the screen (or printer) but does not
send it until a whole line is completed.

Character Mode In the character mode, each character typed is sent by the client to
the server. The server normally echoes the character back to be displayed on the client
screen. In this mode the echoing of the character can be delayed if the transmission
time is long (such as in a satellite connection). It also creates overhead (traffic) for the
network because three TCP segments must be sent for each character of data.

Line Mode A new mode has been proposed to compensate for the deficiencies of the
default mode and the character mode. In this mode, called the line mode, line editing
(echoing, character erasing, line erasing, and so on) is done by the client. The client
then sends the whole line to the server.

26.2 ELECTRONIC MAIL
One of the most popular Internet services is electronic mail (e-mail). The designers of
the Internet probably never imagined the popularity of this application program. Its
architecture consists of several components that we discuss in this chapter.

At the beginning of the Internet era, the messages sent by electronic mail were short
and consisted of text only; they let people exchange quick memos. Today, electronic
mail is much more complex. It allows a message to include text, audio, and video. It also
allows one message to be sent to one or more recipients.

In this chapter, we first study the general architecture of an e-mail system including
the three main components: user agent, message transfer agent, and message access
agent. We then describe the protocols that implement these components.

Architecture

To explain the architecture of e-mail, we give four scenarios. We begin with the simplest
situation and add complexity as we proceed. The fourth scenario is the most common in
the exchange of email.

First Scenario

In the first scenario, the sender and the receiver of the e-mail are users (or application
programs) on the same system; they are directly connected to a shared system. The
administrator has created one mailbox for each user where the received messages are
stored. A mailbox is part of a local hard drive, a special file with permission restrictions.
Only the owner of the mailbox has access to it. When Alice, a user, needs to send a
message to Bob, another user, Alice runs a user agent (VA) program to prepare the
message and store it in Bob's mailbox. The message has the sender and recipient mail
box addresses (names of files). Bob can retrieve and read the contents of his mailbox at
his convenience, using a user agent. Figure 26.6 shows the concept.

This is similar to the traditional memo exchange between employees in an office.
There is a mailroom where each employee has a mailbox with his or her name on it.
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Figure 26.6 First scenario in electronic mail
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When Alice needs to send a memo to Bob, she writes the memo and inserts it into
Bob's mailbox. When Bob checks his mailbox, he finds Alice's memo and reads it.

When the sender and the receiver of an e-mail are on the same system,
we need only two user agents.

Second Scenario

In the second scenario, the sender and the receiver of the e-mail are users (or application
programs) on two different systems.The message needs to be sent over the Internet. Here we
need user agents (VAs) and message transfer agents (MTAs), as shown in Figure 26.7.

Figure 26.7 Second scenario in electronic mail
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Alice needs to use a user agent program to send her message to the system at her
own site. The system (sometimes called the mail server) at her site uses a queue to store
messages waiting to be sent. Bob also needs a user agent program to retrieve messages
stored in the mailbox of the system at his site. The message, however, needs to be sent
through the Internet from Alice's site to Bob's site. Here two message transfer agents
are needed: one 'client and one server. Like most client/server programs on the Internet,
the server needs to run all the time because it does not know when a client will ask for a
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connection. The client, on the other hand, can be alerted by the system when there is a
message in the queue to be sent.

When the sender and the receiver of an e-mail are on different systems,
we need two VAs and a pair ofMTAs (client and server).

Third Scenario

In the third scenario, Bob, as in the second scenario, is directly connected to his system.
Alice, however, is separated from her system. Either Alice is connected to the system via
a point-to-point WAN, such as a dial-up modem, a DSL, or a cable modem; or she is con
nected to a LAN in an organization that uses one mail server for handling e-mails-all
users need to send their messages to this mail server. Figure 26.8 shows the situation.

Figure 26.8 Third scenario in electronic mail
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Alice still needs a user agent to prepare her message. She then needs to send the
message through the LAN or WAN. This can be done through a pair of message transfer
agents (client and server). Whenever Alice has a message to send, she calls the user
agent which, in tum, calls the MTA client. The MTA client establishes a connection
with the MTA server on the system, which is running all the time. The system at Alice's
site queues all messages received. It then uses an MTA client to send the messages to
the system at Bob's site; the system receives the message and stores it in Bob's mailbox.
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At his convenience, Bob uses his user agent to retrieve the message and reads it. Note
that we need two pairs of MTA client/server programs.

When the sender is connected to the mail server via a LAN or a WAN,
we need two VAs and two paIrs of MTAs (clIent and server).

Fourth Scenario

In the fourth and most common scenario, Bob is also connected to his mail server by a
WAN or a LAN. After the message has arrived at Bob's mail server, Bob needs to retrieve
it. Here, we need another set of client/server agents, which we call message access
agents (MAAs). Bob uses an MAA client to retrieve his messages. The client sends a
request to the MAA server, which is running all the time, and requests the transfer of the
messages. The situation is shown in Figure 26.9.

Figure 26.9 Fourth scenario in electronic mail
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There are two important points here. First, Bob cannot bypass the mail server and
use the MTA server directly. To use MTA server directly, Bob would need to run the
MTA server all the time because he does not know when a message will arrive. This
implies that Bob must keep his computer on all the time if he is connected to his system
through a LAN. If he is connected through a-WAN, he must keep the connection up all
the time. Neither of these situations is feasible today.
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Second, note that Bob needs another pair of client/server programs: message
access programs. This is so because an MTA client/server program is a push program:
the client pushes the message to the server. Bob needs a pull program. The client needs
to pull the message from the server. Figure 26.10 shows the difference.

Figure 26.10 Push versus pull in electronic email
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When both sender and receiver are connected to the mail server via a LAN or a WAN,
we need two VAs, two pairs of MTAs (client and server), and a pair of MAAs

(client and server). This is the most common situation today.

User Agent

The first component of an electronic mail system is the user agent (VA). It provides
service to the user to make the process of sending and receiving a message easier.

Services Provided by a User Agent

A user agent is a software package (program) that composes, reads, replies to, and for
wards messages. It also handles mailboxes. Figure 26.11 shows the services of a typical
user agent.

Figure 26.11 Services ofuser agent
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Composing Messages A user agent helps the user compose the e-mail message to be
sent out. Most user agents provide a template on the screen to be filled in by the user.
Some even have a built-in editor that can do spell checking, grammar checking, and
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other tasks expected from a sophisticated word processor. A user, of course, could alter
natively use his or her favorite text editor or word processor to create the message and
import it, or cut and paste it, into the user agent template.

Reading Messages The second duty of the user agent is to read the incoming mes
sages. When a user invokes a user agent, it first checks the mail in the incoming mailbox.
Most user agents show a one-line summary of each received mail. Each e-mail contains
the following fields.

1. A number field.

2. A flag field that shows the status of the mail such as new, already read but not
replied to, or read and replied to.

:). The size of the message.

4. The sender.

5. The optional subject field.

Replying to Messages After reading a message, a user can use the user agent to reply
to a message. A user agent usually allows the user to reply to the original sender or to
reply to all recipients of the message. The reply message may contain the original mes
sage (for quick reference) and the new message.

Forwarding Messages Replying is defined as sending a message to the sender or
recipients of the copy. Forwarding is defined as sending the message to a third party. A
user agent allows the receiver to forward the message, with or without extra comments,
to a third party.

Handling Mailboxes

A user agent normally creates two mailboxes: an inbox and an outbox. Each box is a file
with a special format that can be handled by the user agent. The inbox keeps all the received
e-mails until they are deleted by the user. The outbox keeps all the sent e-mails until the
user deletes them. Most user agents today are capable of creating customized mailboxes.

User Agent Types

There are two types of user agents: command-driven and GUI-based.

Command-Driven Command-driven user agents belong to the early days of electronic
mail. They are still present as the underlying user agents in servers. A command-driven
user agent normally accepts a one-character command from the keyboard to perform its
task. For example, a user can type the character r, at the command prompt, to reply to the
sender of the message, or type the character R to reply to the sender and all recipients.
Some examples of command-driven user agents are mail, pine, and elm.

Some examples of command-driven user agents are mail, pine, and elm.

GUI-Based Modem user agents are GUI-based. They contain graphical-user inter
face (GUI) components that allow the user to interact with the software by using both
the keyboard and the mouse. They have graphical components such as icons, menu
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bars, and windows that make the services easy to access. Some examples of GUI-based
user agents are Eudora, Microsoft's Outlook, and Netscape.

Some examples of GUI·based user agents are Eudora, Outlook, and Netscape.

Sending Mail

To send mail, the user, through the UA, creates mail that looks very similar to postal
mail. It has an envelope and a message (see Figure 26.12).

Figure 26.12 Format ofan e-mail

Behrollz Forouzan
De Anza College
Cupertino, CA 96014

Sophia Fegan
Com-Net
Cupertino, CA 95014

a. Postal mail

Mail From: forouzan@deanza.edu v
0-
0

RCPT To: fegan@comnet.com ;:;
:>
l::
~

From: Behrouz Forouzan ...
TQ: Sophia Fegan v

'0

Date: liS/OS cd
tlJ

Subject: Network ::c

tlJ
O/j
cd
'"

Dear Ms. Fegan: '"v
We want to inform you that ;;S

our network is working pro- :>-.
'0

perly after the last repair. 0
Il:I

Yours truly, .
Behrouz Porouzan

b. Electromc mall

Envelope The envelope usually contains the sender and the receiver addresses.

Message The message contains the header and the body. The header of the message
defines the sender, the receiver, the subject of the message, and some other information
(such as encoding type, as we see shortly). The body of the message contains the actual
information to be read by the recipient.

Receiving Mail

The user agent is triggered by the user (or a timer). If a user has mail, the VA informs
the user with a notice. If the user is ready to read themail.alist is displayed in which
each line contains a summary of the information about a particular message in the mail
box. The summary usually includes the sender mail address, the subject, and the time
the mail was sent or received. The user can select any of the messages and display its
contents on the screen.
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Addresses

To deliver mail, a mail handling system must use an addressing system with unique
addresses. In the Internet, the address consists of two parts: a local part and a domain
name, separated by an @ sign (see Figure 26.13).

Figure 26.13 E-mail address
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Local Part The local part defines the name of a special file, called the user mailbox,
where all the mail received for a user is stored for retrieval by the message access agent.

Domain Name The second part of the address is the domain name. An organization
usually selects one or more hosts to receive and send e-mail; the hosts are sometimes
called mail servers or exchangers. The domain name assigned to each mail exchanger
either comes from the DNS database or is a logical name (for example, the name of the
organization).

Mailing List

Electronic mail allows one name, an alias, to represent several different e-mail
addresses; this is called a mailing list. Every time a message is to be sent, the system
checks the recipient's name against the alias database; if there is a mailing list for the
defined alias, separate messages, one for each entry in the list, must be prepared and
handed to the MTA. If there is no mailing list for the alias, the name itself is the receiving
address and a single message is delivered to the mail transfer entity.

MIME

Electronic mail has a simple structure. Its simplicity, however, comes at a price. It can
send messages only in NVT 7-bit ASCII format. In other words, it has some limita
tions. For example, it cannot be used for languages that are not supported by 7-bit
ASCII characters (such as French, German, Hebrew, Russian, Chinese, and Japanese).
Also, it cannot be used to send binary files or video or audio data.

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) is a supplementary protocol that
allows non-ASCII data to be sent through e-mail. MIME transforms non-ASCII data at
the sender site to NVT ASCII data and delivers them to the client MTA to be sent through
the Internet. The message at the receiving side is transformed back to the original data.

We can think of MIME as a set of software functions that transforms non-ASCII
data (stream of bits) to ASCII data and vice versa, as shown in Figure 26.14.
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Figure 26.14 MIME
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MIME defines five headers that can be added to the original e-mail header section
to define the transformation parameters:

1. MIME-Version

2. Content-Type

3. Content-Transfer-Encoding

4. Content-Id

5. Content-Description

Figure 26.15 shows the MIME headers. We will describe each header in detail.

Figure 26.15 MIME header

E-mail header

MIME-Version: 1.1
Content-Type: type/subtype
Content-Transfer-Encoding: encoding type MIME headers
Content-Id: message id
Content-Description: textual explanation of nontextual contents

MIME-Version This header defines the version of MIME used. The current version
is 1.1.
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Content-Type This header defines the type of data used in the body of the message.
The content type and the content subtype are separated by a slash. Depending on the
subtype, the header may contain other parameters.

CDBtent-'I)pe:~ J subtjl;pe; parameters> .

MIME allows seven different types of data. These are listed in Table 26.5.

Table 26.5 Data types and subtypes in MIME

Type Subtype Description

Text
Plain Unformatted

HTML HTML format (see Chapter 27)

Mixed Body contains ordered parts of different data types

Multipart Parallel Same as above, but no order

Digest Similar to mixed subtypes, but the default is message/
RFC822

Alternative Parts are different versions of the same message

RFC822 Body is an encapsulated message

Message Partial Body is a fragment of a bigger message

External-Body Body is a reference to another message

Image IPEG Image is in IPEG format

GIF Image is in GIF format

Video MPEG Video is in MPEG format

Audio Basic Single-channel encoding of voice at 8 kHz

Application PostScript Adobe PostScript

Octet-stream General binary data (8-bit bytes)

Content-Transfer-Encoding This header defines the method used to encode the
messages into Os and Is for transport:

::, i·:.~on~~Tta~~;ltne{)~iIlg:<tyti,~
., o~ , '

The five types of encoding methods are listed in Table 26.6.

Content-Id This header uniquely identifies the whole message in a multiple-message
environment.
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Table 26.6 Content-transfer-encoding

Type Description

7-bit NVT ASCII characters and short lines

8-bit Non-ASCII characters and short lines

Binary Non-ASCII characters with unlimited-length lines

Base-64 6-bit blocks of data encoded into 8-bit ASCII characters

Quoted-printable Non-ASCII characters encoded as an equals sign followed
by an ASCII code

Content-Description This header defines whether the body is image, audio, or video.

Content-Description: <description>

Message Transfer Agent: SMTP

The actual mail transfer is done through message transfer agents. To send mail, a system
must have the client MTA, and to receive mail, a system must have a server MTA. The
formal protocol that defines the MTA client and server in the Internet is called the Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). As we said before, two pairs of MTA client/server
programs are used in the most common situation (fourth scenario). Figure 26.16 shows
the range of the SMTP protocol in this scenario.

Figure 26.16 SMTP range
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SMTP is used two times, between the sender and the sender's mail server and
between the two mail servers. As we will see shortly, another protocol is needed
between the mail server and the receiver.

SMTP simply defines how commands and responses must be sent back and forth.
Each network is free to choose a software package for implementation. We discuss the
mechanism of mail transfer by SMTP in the remainder of the section.
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Commands and Responses

SMTP uses commands and responses to transfer messages between an MTA client and
an MTA server (see Figure 26.17).

Figure 26.17 Commands and responses
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MTA
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MTA
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Each command or reply is terminated by a two-character (carriage return and line feed)
end-of-line token.

Commands Commands are sent from the client to the server. The fonnat of a command
is shown in Figure 26.18. It consists of a keyword followed by zero or more arguments.
SMTP defines 14 commands. The first five are mandatory; every implementation must
support these five commands. The next three are often used and highly recommended. The
last six are seldom used.

Figure 26.18 Commandformat

Keyword: argument(s)

The commands are listed in Table 26.7.

Table 26.7 Commands

Keyword Argument(s)

HELO Sender's host name

MAIL FROM Sender of the message

RCPTTO Intended recipient of the message

DATA Body of the mail

QUIT

RSET

VRFY Name of recipient to be verified

NOOP

TURN

EXPN Mailing list to be expanded

HELP Command name
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Table 26.7 Commands (continued)

Keyword Argument(s)

SEND FROM Intended recipient of the message

SMOLFROM Intended recipient of the message

SMALFROM Intended recipient of the message

Responses Responses are sent from the server to the client. A response is a three
digit code that may be followed by additional textual information. Table 26.8 lists some
of the responses.

Table 26.8 Responses

Code Description

Positive Completion Reply

211 System status or help reply

214 Help message

220 Service ready

221 Service closing transmission channel

250 Request command completed

251 User not local; the message will be forwarded

Positive Intermediate Reply

354 Start mail input

Transient Negative Completion Reply

421 Service not available

450 Mailbox not available

451 Command aborted: local error

452 Command aborted: insufficient storage

Permanent Negative Completion Reply

500 Syntax error; unrecognized command

501 Syntax error in parameters or arguments

502 Command not implemented

503 Bad sequence of commands

504 Command temporarily not implemented

550 Command is not executed; mailbox unavailable

551 User not local

552 Requested action aborted; exceeded storage location

553 Requested action not taken; mailbox name not allowed

554 Transaction failed
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As the table shows, responses are divided into four categories. The leftmost digit of
the code (2, 3, 4, and 5) defines the category.

Mail Transfer Phases

The process of transferring a mail message occurs in three phases: connection estab
lishment, mail transfer, and connection termination.

Example 26.3

Let us see how we can directly use SMTP to send an e-mail and simulate the commands
and responses we described in this section. We use TELNET to log into port 25 (the weIl
known port for SMTP). We then use the commands directly to send an e-mail. In this example,
forouzanb@adelphia.net is sending an e-mail to himself. The first few lines show TELNET try
ing to connect to the Adelphia mail server.

After connection, we can type the SMTP commands and then receive the responses, as
shown below. We have shown the commands in black and the responses in color. Note that we
have added, for clarification, some comment lines, designated by the "=" signs. These lines are
not part of the e-mail procedure.

$ teJnet mail.adelphia.netJ5~
Trying 68.168.78.100 ••• ,
Co~nected ro~~.ad.elp~~~et\6~~1~~;~8!1~).,

======== c\lnnection EStablishment'-- :===,==::::=
220 mta13.auelphia.net SMTP serverready Fri, 6Aug 2004 ...-

HELO maP-.a9~lphia.net .. '
250 mtal3:.adeJphia.net.

==-=::::===== Mail TrallSfer
MAIL FROM;. forouzanb({fad~hia.nef ~

ZSO Sender:<iorouzanb0i;deJphia.net>:Ok
R~T TO~fOl'(1nzanb.@aa~pbia.net
. f50 Recipie~t<forouzanbW'adelpbia.llet~Ok

DATA
354 Ok Send data endiQg~:with<CRLF>.<CRLF>

})~~lD: lt~ro~.~ ..' 'C< .. .. '

.. TO: F'orotJzan::: : .. .. ..

Tfiis is a test~age
to'show SMTPin action...

~-==...: --== ConneetIDn Termination =:=:==-==:..:.-.- :::!:---::::::

, .. 250 Message received~~atlelphia.net@mail.adelpllia.net

QUIT , .
• ' \0 • .221 mta:13~ade]phia.ntit SMTP servcJ;..closing cOl1l1ection

~ , " , ,

COOnection closed by foreign host:.

Message Access Agent: POP and IMAP

The first and the second stages of mail delivery use SMTP. However, SMTP is not
involved in the third stage because SMTP is a push protocol; it pushes the message from
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the client to the server. In other words, the direction of the bulk: data (messages) is from
the client to the server. On the other hand, the third stage needs a pull protocol; the client
must pull messages from the server. The direction of the bulk data is from the server to
the client. The third stage uses a message access agent.

Currently two message access protocols are available: Post Office Protocol, version 3
(POP3) and Internet Mail Access Protocol, version 4 (IMAP4). Figure 26.19 shows the
position of these two protocols in the most common situation (fourth scenario).

Figure 26.19 POP3 and IMAP4
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Post Office Protocol, version 3 (POP3) is simple and limited in functionality. The
client POP3 software is installed on the recipient computer; the server POP3 software
is installed on the mail server.

Mail access starts with the client when the user needs to download e-mail from the
mailbox on the mail server. The client opens a connection to the server on TCP port 110.
It then sends its user name and password to access the mailbox. The user can then list
and retrieve the mail messages, one by one. Figure 26.20 shows an example of down
loading using POP3.

POP3 has two modes: the delete mode and the keep mode. In the delete mode, the
mail is deleted from the mailbox after each retrieval. In the keep mode, the mail
remains in the mailbox after retrieval. The delete mode is normally used when the user
is working at her permanent computer and can save and organize the received mail after
reading or replying. The keep mode is normally used when the user accesses her mail
away from her primary computer (e.g., a laptop). The mail is read but kept in the system
for later retrieval and organizing.

IMAP4

Another mail access protocol is Internet Mail Access Protocol, version 4 (IMAP4).
IMAP4 is similar to POP3, but it has more features; IMAP4 is more powerful and more
complex.
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Figure 26.20 The exchange ofcommands and responses in POP3

Mail server Bob's computer

POP3 is deficient in several ways. It does not allow the user to organize her mail on
the server; the user cannot have different folders on the server. (Of course, the user can
create folders on her own computer.) In addition, POP3 does not allow the user to
partially check the contents of the mail before downloading.

IMAP4 provides the following extra functions:

o A user can check the e-mail header prior to downloading.

o A user can search the contents of the e-mail for a specific string of characters prior
to downloading.

o A user can partially download e-mail. This is especially useful if bandwidth is limited
and the e-mail contains multimedia with high bandwidth requirements.

o A user can create, delete, or rename mailboxes on the mail server.

o A user can create a hierarchy of mailboxes in a folder for e-mail storage.

Web-Based Mail
E-mail is such a common application that some websites today provide this service to
anyone who accesses the site. Two common sites are Hotmail and Yahoo. The idea is very
simple. Mail transfer from Alice's browser to her mail server is done through HTTP (see
Chapter 27). The transfer of the message from the sending mail server to the receiving
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mail server is still through SMTP. Finally, the message from the receiving server (the Web
server) to Bob's browser is done through HTIP.

The last phase is very interesting. Instead of POP3 or IMAP4, HTTP is normally
used. When Bob needs to retrieve his e-mails, he sends a message to the website (Hotmail,
for example). The website sends a form to be filled in by Bob, which includes the log-in
name and the password. If the log-in name and password match, the e-mail is transferred
from the Web server to Bob's browser in HTML format.

26.3 FILE TRANSFER
Transferring files from one computer to another is one of the most common tasks
expected from a networking or internetworking environment. As a matter of fact, the
greatest volume of data exchange in the Internet today is due to file transfer. In this
section, we discuss one popular protocol involved in transferring files: File Transfer
Protocol (FTP).

File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is the standard mechanism provided by TCP/IP for
copying a file from one host to another. Although transferring files from one system to
another seems simple and straightforward, some problems must be dealt with first. For
example, two systems may use different file name conventions. Two systems may have
different ways to represent text and data. Two systems may have different directory
structures. All these problems have been solved by FTP in a very simple and elegant
approach.

FTP differs from other client/server applications in that it establishes two connec
tions between the hosts. One connection is used for data transfer, the other for control
information (commands and responses). Separation of commands and data transfer
makes FTP more efficient. The control connection uses very simple rules of communi
cation. Wc need to transfer only a line of command or a line of response at a time. The
data connection, on the other hand, needs more complex rules due to the variety of data
types transferred. However, the difference in complexity is at the FTP level, not TCP.
For TCP, both connections are treated the same.

FTP uses two well-known TCP ports: Port 21 is used for the control connection,
and port 20 is used for the data connection.

FTP uses the services of TCP. It needs two TCP connections.
The well-known port 21 is used for the control connection

and the well-known port 20 for the data connection.

Figure 26.21 shows the basic model of FTP. The client has three components: user
interface, client control process, and the client data transfer process. The server has two
components: the server control process and the server data transfer process. The control
connection is made between the control processes. The data connection is made between
the data transfer processes.


